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SPRING HAS 
SPRUNG!
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“One of the highlights  
of the season—and  
very big news—is our  
first-ever product 
collaboration with  
designer Jason Wu” 

Gottex CONTENTS  SPRING | SUMMER 2011

to a beauty product. The  
palette of this colour collection 
is modern, offbeat, seasonless, 
aptly capturing Jason’s 
sophisticated perspective as 
a leading American designer. 
Each shade is named for one  
of his favorite muses! Savor  
them all on page 12.  

On the front of trend watching, 
we see a beam of ‘light effects’.   
Although the opaque, full-
coverage nail has ruled the 
runways season after season, 
key designers let the sun shine 
in with sheer, light refracting 
layers. We saw the flashes of 
crimson rays (“Scarlet Shimmer”) 

The classics are refreshingly 
relevant, retro feels new, and the 
standards are so fresh, they’ll take 
your breath away.

Our top trend: FLESH FORWARD, 
our take on the 70s-inspired “rich 
bohemian” look.  On the catwalks, 
Marc Jacobs best expressed this 
eclectic vibration, with frizzed 
hair, floppy hats and high-waisted 
pants. This trend keeps our girl’s 
nails perfectly sleek in flawless 
porcelain cream, (because 
afterall, she’s still a pampered 
trust-fund baby beneath her 
floaty caftans and gypsy fringe). 
But, just to prove that she really  
IS a rebel, her fingers and toes 
never match: she loves a juicy-
bright pedi with her groovy 
beaded sandals.

DIPLOMATIC DARKS are the  
new badge of power!  With an 
elegant noir suit, nails go nearly-
neon with contrasting crayon-
bright nails (kicky yellow, green, 
orange, red). When clothes carry 
the color message, nails move 
a few clicks away from now-
basic black to deep, sumptuous, 
saturated tones. The look is 
strong, graphic and calculated!

One of the highlights of the 
season—and very big news-
- is our first-ever product 
collaboration with designer  
Jason Wu.  It’s also the first time 
that Jason has lent his identity  

The runways have 
never been more 
inspiring or more 
full of surprises. 
CND’s collections 
for the new season 
are sensuous, 
delicious departures 
from the expected.

from the nails of Carolina 
Herrera models and emerging 
design star Sally LaPointe 
created a dazzling light-show 
with white pointed almonds 
nails with an overlay of our 
Lavender Shimmer” effect, 
mirroring the futuristic colors 
and attitude of her high-tech 
collection.

There’s such energy in every 
one of these statements, 
whether you choose subtle or 
psychedelic, posh or pop, one 
thing this season’s mani and 
pedi will never be: boring!  

Enjoy the sunshine.
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Shown on nail tip: 
Left: Perfectly Bare Colour 
Right: Perfectly Bare Shimmer Effect

Perfectly Bare 
Colour

Perfectly Bare
Shimmer Effect

FORWARD

Diego Binetti

Marc Jacobs

Marc By Marc Jacobs

Subtle tones of a summer skinny-dip  
suggest the new take on natural. The fashion 
trend where this new neutral really grooves 
is a deluxe remembering of the 70’s, a bit like 
riding the Marrakech Express through Beverly 
Hills with a stop at Barney’s. The once-folksy 
prairie skirt and poncho get an upgrade 
to first-class in sheer, modern fabrications, 
punctuated with avant-garde accessories 
inspired by visits to exotic souks, Paris flea 
markets and granny’s attic.



“Perfectly Bare” porcelain 
créme and shimmer time-

travel with nails from the 
Age of Aquarius to this 

minute. The summer pedi 
worthy of a sultana’s toe-
ring commands attention 
in vibrant, glossy shades 

like Raspberry Parfait 
and Bloodline. Recline on 

a waterbed, fire up the 
patchouli incense, and bliss 

out to some sitar ragas 
while the sun sets and the 

polish dries.
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Elie Saab

Diego Binetti

Behnaz SarafpourMarc Jacobs Marc Jacobs

Diego Binetti

Catherine Malandrino Catherine Malandrino

Catherine Malandrino

Catherine Malandrino
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DarksDIPLOMATIC

Inkwell Dark Ruby Bloodline
Ruffian

Jason Wu

3.1 Phillip Lim

3.1 Phillip Lim

The Blonds
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Summer doesn’t have to mean pastels and baby doll  
frocks—there is, thankfully, a dark and sophisticated side  
to the season. Newer than the solid-black nail: gorgeously  
deep gem-tones infused with black, including Dark Ruby,  
Inkwell and Oilslick. These lustrous, nearly-noir shades are  
the perfect foil to summer fashions sizzling with shocking  
shades of hot pink, fuchsia, magenta and glittering  
burlesque brights. 
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When the wardrobe  
itself is black—bikini, 
cocktail sheath, power-
suit—the nude nail 
seems too tame. Ditto 
for the mall-goth black 
nail with the black 
ensemble. To turn up  
the heat during a 
summer black-out,  
nails go to graphic with 
slices of bold, strong 
color in Bicycle Yellow, 
Relay Red, Anchor Blue 
and Greene Scene.

Anchor Blue Green SceneRelay RedBicycle Yellow

The Blonds

The Blonds

L.A.M.B.

L.A.M.B.

L.A.M.B.

The Blonds



JASON WU
Anna Brigitte Sophia VeronicaMiss Wu

Womanly wiles, modern yet 
eternal, embodied in the first 
collaboration between CND 
and designer Jason Wu.  
Five perennial must-haves 
(four subtly provocative 
Colours, one neutral texture 
Effect), named for five iconic 
women. Just one question: 
who is this Miss Wu we keep 
hearing about?

Jason Wu

Jason Wu
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TREND
AGENDACopper Shimmer Ice Blue Shimmer Scarlet Shimmer

Sally LaPointe

Sally LaPointe

Sally LaPointe

Sally LaPointe

Altuzarra Altuzarra Altuzarra

AltuzarraAltuzarra
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Throughout the summer trends, we are experiencing flashbacks to the free-spirited 70’s and  
other eras. A promise to our fashion partner, Jason Wu: never, never again will we don acid-washed  
denim or a velour jogging-suit. But here’s the real news: subtle surface treatments which add  
dimension and sheer shimmer to the nail, like a froth of champagne, freshly uncorked!



Effervescent Effects illuminate 
the mani in shlimmers of 
Copper, Ice Blue and Scarlet. 
They intensify both the boldly-
colored and the pale nail with 
a radiant glow. Makeup mirrors 
this delicate but defined look 
like the retro cat-eye with 
winged black liner, matte 
pastel eyelids, moist, nude lips 
and washed-out chrome seen 
at Gottex. For a truly decadent 
look, embellish your Effect 
manicure with nail jewelry fit 
for a duchess, like the “Cocktail 
Nails” seen at Diego Binetti.

Carolina Herrera

Carolina Herrera

Carolina Herrera

Carolina Herrera

Carolina Herrera

Gottex

Gottex

Monique Lhuillier

Monique Lhuillier

Monique Lhuillier

Isaac Mizrahi
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STEP-BY-STEP

RUFFIAN
Step 1: 
Apply one coat of Stickey Base Coat.  
Polish one coat of Studio White Colour  
and one coat of Ivory Coast Colour.

Step 4: 
Using black acrylic  
water-based paint  
and a fine detail brush,  
apply your favorite  
insignia logo. Clean  
and detail with a  
separate brush.

Step 5: 
Allow polish to  
completely dry  
and finish with  
one coat of  
Speedey Top  
Coat.

Step 3: 
Apply one  
coat of Speedey  
Top Coat and  
let dry 5 minutes.

Step 2: 
Using Blackjack 
Colour, polish the 
moon & the tip  
of the nail.

STEP-BY-STEP

DIEGO 
BINETTI

Step 1: 
Apply Stickey  
Base Coat.

Step 4: 
Apply one  
coat of Air Dry  
Top Coat.

Step 4: 
While top coat 
is still wet, apply 
clusters of small 
pearls & rhinestones 
in various sizes.

Step 3: 
Polish one coat 
of Perfectly Bare 
Shimmer Effect.

Step 2: 
Polish one coat  
of Perfectly Bare 
Colour.

COLOUR & EFFECTS
Think of it like this: Colours are the clothes—Effects are the accessories.  
Layer Effects over Colour to completely change the look.  

COLOUR

crèmes

Asphalt
#542

Oilslick
#541

Dark  
Ruby
#540

Inkwell
#539

Blackjack 
#538

Studio  
White
#501

Brilliant  
White
#502

Cream  
Washed
#507

Washed  
Down White
#500

Smoochie
#518

Raspberry 
Parfait
#519

Flamingo 
Feather
#514

Raspberry 
Plunge
#516

Guava 
#520

 
Tropic  
Coral
#521

Flashpoint
#523

Poppyfield
#522

Fireberry
#526

Rouge  
Red
#525

Scarlet  
Letter
#527

Indian 
Rhubarb
#528

Desert 
Suede
#530

Bloodline
#529

Chocolate 
Milk
#532

Rose  
Bisque
#531

Raisin in 
the Sun
#537

Muddy  
Rose
#535

Blueberry 
Whip
#533

Plumville
#534

Ivory 
Coast
#503

Buff
#504

Pink
Lily
#506

Putty
#509

Cheeky
#510

Creamy 
Cameo
#512

Frosting 
Cream
#511

Marshmallow 
Rose
#508

Taffy  
Pink
#517

Girlie  
Pink
#515

Rose  
Water
#505

Tutu
#513

Copper 
Chrome
#549

Gold  
Chrome
#548

Silver  
Chrome
#547

chromes

Relay  
Red 
#524

Bicycle 
Yellow
#543

Anchor  
Blue 
#544

primaries

Green  
Scene
#546

Electric 
Orange
#545

Eclectic 
Purple
#536

secondaries

EFFECTS

A full spectrum of crèmes that never overwhelms yet 
keeps you fully fashion covered.

Featuring 3 levels of mica: pearls, shimmers and 
sparkles for more than 850 combinations.

shimmers - more dramatic

Gold 
Shimmer 
#553

Emerald 
Shimmer
#554

Ice Blue 
Shimmer
#555

Copper 
Shimmer
#556 

Violet 
Shimmer 
#558

Scarlet
Shimmer 
#557 

pearls - the finest opalescence

Gold  
Pearl
#550

Copper 
Pearl 
#551

Lavender 
Pearl
#552

sparkles - the blingest

Gold  
Sparkle
#559  

Jade 
Sparkle
#562

Crimson 
Sparkle 
#560 

Raspberry 
Sparkle
#563

Sapphire 
Sparkle
#561

Amethyst 
Sparkle
#564
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Creative Nail Design, Inc. 
1125 Joshua Way 

Vista, CA 92081 USA

+1.760.599.2900 

800.833.NAIL 

cnd.com

 
Nails By: Roxanne Valinoti 
Designer: Behnaz Sarafpour 
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